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In this paper we study the uniqueness question of positive solutions of the two
4. .   ..  . X .point boundary value problem: u t s f u t , yR - t - R, u "R s u "R s
w . w . 10, where R ) 0 is fixed and f : 0, ` ª 0, ` is in C . A uniqueness result is
 . X .proved when f satisfies 0 - f u - uf u for u ) 0. Some examples are also given.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the question of uniqueness for solutions u g
4w xC yR, R of the two-point boundary value problem
u4. s f u in yR , R , .  .
u "R s uX "R s 0, .  .
u ) 0 in yR , R , 1.1 .  .
w . w . 1where R ) 0 is fixed and the function f : 0, ` ª 0, ` is C and satisfies
the following condition:
 .  . X .H 0 - f u - uf u for u ) 0.
Our main result is the following theorem.
1w .  . 4w xTHEOREM 1. Let f g C 0, ` satisfy H . Let u g C yR, R be a
 .  . 4w xsolution of 1.1 . Then u is the unique solution of 1.1 in C yR, R .
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 .  .H implies that f 0 s 0. Since we are only interested in positive
 . X .solutions, we may extend f to R by setting f u s f 0 u for u F 0. Then
1 .f g C R .
 . pIn the particular case where f u s u for u G 0 with p ) 1, Dun-
w xninger and Miclavcic 6 established the uniqueness in the class of even
4w xsolutions in C yR, R . For the same nonlinear term the uniqueness of a
4w x w xsolution in C yR, R was proved in 3 , where we first showed that
 .solutions of 1.1 were symmetric about the origin. A simpler proof was
w xgiven in 4 .
w xIn a recent paper 5 we proved that the following two-point boundary
value problem
u4. s f u in yR , R , .  .
u "R s uY "R s 0, .  .
1w .  .where f g C 0, ` satisfies H , has at most one positive solution in
4w xC yR, R . This result is just a particular case of the problem under
w xconsideration in 5 , namely the uniqueness question of positive solutions
of nonlinear second-order systems.
w x w .It was proved in 3 that if f : R ª 0, ` is non-decreasing and if
4w xu g C yR, R is a non-trivial solution of the boundary value problem in
 . X  . Y .1.1 , then u is symmetric about the origin, u - 0 in 0, R , u R ) 0, and
Z  xu ) 0 in 0, R . Therefore, in the situation of Theorem 1, solutions of
 .1.1 can be treated as solutions of
4.u s f u in 0, R , . .
u R s uX R s uX 0 s uZ 0 s 0, .  .  .  .
u ) 0 in 0, R . 1.2.  .
In the last section of this paper we shall discuss the existence question
 .for problem 1.2 . The method consists of first obtaining a priori bounds
 .for solutions of 1.2 and then applying properties of compact mappings
taking a cone in a Banach space into itself see De Figueiredo, Lions, and
w x.Nussbaum 7 . Although the arguments are by now well known, we
provide some details because our assumptions on f show that condition
 .H is sharp.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce an
initial value problem depending on two parameters and we establish some
preliminary results. In Section 3 we state and prove a crucial result
 .Theorem 2 from which we easily derive Theorem 1. In Section 4 we prove
an existence result and we give some examples to illustrate our theorem.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this section we only assume that f : R ª R is locally Lip-
w .  .schitz continuous, non-decreasing in 0, ` and such that f 0 s 0 and
 .f u ) 0 for u ) 0.
We introduce the initial value problem
u4. t s f u t , t G 0, .  . .
u 0 s a , uY 0 s yb , .  .
uX 0 s uZ 0 s 0, 2.1 .  .  .
where a , b ) 0 are parameters. Since f is locally Lipschitz continuous,
 .there exists T ) 0 such that problem 2.1 has a unique solution u g
4w x w .C 0, T . Let 0, T denote the maximum interval of existence of thata , b
 .solution T s ` possibly . Definea , b
XP s t g 0, T ; u a , b , s u a , b , s - 0 ;s g 0, t , .  .  4 .a , b a , b
 .  . w .where u a , b , ? is the solution of problem 2.1 in 0, T . Clearlya , b
P / B.a , b
PROPOSITION 1. For any a , b ) 0 we ha¨e
t s sup P - T .a , b a , b a , b
Proof. If not, there exists a , b ) 0 such that sup P s T . Supposea , b a , b
 . w .first that T - `. Noting u s u a , b , ? we have 0 - u F a in 0, T .a , b a , b
 . 4.From the differential equation in 2.1 we deduce that u is bounded on
w .  j. w .0, T . Clearly this implies that u is bounded on 0, T for j sa , b a , b
1, . . . , 3 and we get a contradiction with the definition of T . Nowa , b
w . Y w .assume that T s `. We have 0 - u F a in 0, ` . If u - 0 in 0, ` wea , b
deduce that
uX t F uX 1 - 0 ; t G 1 .  .
from which we get
u t F u 1 q uX 1 t y 1 ; t G 1. .  .  .  .
 .Thus we can find t ) 1 such that u t - 0 and we get a contradiction. Now
Y Z  .suppose that u does not remain negative. Since u ) 0 in 0, ` , there
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Y w .exist a, b ) 0 such that u G a in b, ` . Then we deduce that
2t y b .
Xu t G u b q u b t y b q a .  .  .  .
2
 .for t G b which implies that lim u t s `, again a contradiction.t ª`
The next proposition is the main result of this section.
PROPOSITION 2. For any a ) 0 there exists a unique b ) 0 such that
 . X .u a , b , t s u a , b , t s 0.a , b a , b
Proof. We first prove the uniqueness. Let a ) 0 be fixed. Suppose that
 . X .there exist b ) g ) 0 such that u a , b , t s u a , b , t sa , b a , b
 . X .u a , g , t s u a , g , t s 0. In order to simplify our notations wea , g a , g
 .  .  .  .denote u a , b , t and u a , g , t by u t and w t . Define b s
 .  x Y Ymin t , t . Suppose that there exists a g 0, b such that u y w - 0a , b a , g
w .  Y Y . .  . .  .X .in 0, a and u y w a s 0. Since u y w 0 s u y w 0 s 0, we
 x 4. 4.  .  .deduce that u y w - 0 in 0, a . Thus u y w s f u y f w F 0 in
w x w .  Y Y . .0, a since f is non-decreasing on 0, ` . We have u y w 0 - 0,
 Z Z . .  Y Y . .u y w 0 s 0, and u y w a s 0. Therefore we reach a contradic-
Y Y w xtion. Thus u y w - 0 in 0, b . As before we show that u y w - 0 in
 x  .X .  .X .0, b . Moreover, u y w b - 0, since u y w 0 s 0. We have
¡ Xu t - 0 if t ) t .a , g a , b a , g
X ~0 if t s tu y w b s .  . a , b a , g
X¢yw t ) 0 if t - t . .a , b a , b a , g
 . .  .Therefore b s t - t . Now u y w b s u t ) 0 and we get aa , g a , b a , g
contradiction. The case 0 - b - g can be handled in the same way.
Now we prove the existence. Suppose that there exists a ) 0 such that
 . X .for any b ) 0 u a , b , t ) 0 or u a , b , t - 0. Since a is fixed wea , b a , b
 .shall write u , t , and T instead of u a , b , ? , t , and T . Define theb b b a , b a , b
following two sets:
B s b ) 0; u t s 0 and uX t - 0 4 .  .b b b b
C s b ) 0; u t ) 0 and uX t s 0 . 4 .  .b b b b
Then we have
0, ` s B j C. 2.2 .  .
We complete the proof of Proposition 2 with the next two lemmas which
 .contradict 2.2 .
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 .LEMMA 1. i Suppose that B / B. Then inf B ) 0.
 .ii Suppose that C / B. Then sup C - `.
LEMMA 2. B and C are open.
Proof of Lemma 1. For b ) 0 we have
t Yu t s a q t y s u s ds, 0 F t - T 2.3 .  .  .  .Hb b b
0
and
tYu t s yb q t y s f u s ds, 0 F t - T . 2.4 .  .  .  . .Hb b b
0
 .  .i Suppose that inf B s 0 and let b be a sequence in B decreas-j
Z  x  .ing to zero. Since u ) 0 in 0, t , 2.3 impliesb bj j
1r2
t G 2arb . .b jj
Then t ª ` when j ª `. Let r ) 0 be fixed. We can assume that t G rb bj j
w x  .for all j. For any t g 0, r , using 2.3 we get
r 2
u t G a y b .b jj 2
from which we deduce that
u t G ar2 .b j
w x  .for t g 0, r and j sufficiently large. Therefore from 2.4 we obtain
a r 2
Yu r G yb q f .b j  /j 2 2
for j sufficiently large. Thus if we choose r such that
a r 2
yb q f G 1j  /2 2
we get
uY s G 1 .b j
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for r F s F t and j sufficiently large. Now we writeb j
tb Yja s y t y s u s ds . .H b bj
0
r tbY Yjs y t y s u s ds y t y s u s ds .  . .  .H Hb b b bj j j j
0 r
r 1 2F r t y b y t y r .b j b /j j2 2
for j sufficiently large. Since the last term above tends to y` as j ª ` we
get a contradiction.
 . Z  x Y  .ii We have u ) 0 in 0, t for b g C. We claim that u t ) 0b b b b
Y w .for b g C. If not, we have u - 0 in 0, t for some b g C. Sinceb b
X  . X  .  .u 0 s 0 we obtain u t - 0, a contradiction. Therefore, 2.4 impliesb b b
tb
b - t y s f u s ds 2.5 .  . .  .H b b
0
 .for b g C. Suppose that sup C s ` and let b be a sequence in Cj
 . w x  .increasing to `. Since 0 - u t F a for t g 0, t , 2.5 implies thatb bj j
 .t ª ` when j ª `. Then we can assume that t G 1 and f a F b forb b jj j
 .all j. From 2.4 we get
Y w xb r2 F yu t F b for t g 0, 1 .j b jj
 .  .  .and, using 2.3 , we deduce that u 1 F a y b r4. But then u 1 - 0 forb j bj j
j large and we reach a contradiction.
Remark 1. We have seen in the proof of Lemma 1 that, when b g C,
 . Y w . Y  xthere exists s g 0, t such that u - 0 in 0, s and u ) 0 in s , t .b b b b b b b
When b g B s may not exist.b
 . w .4Proof of Lemma 2. Let D s b , t ; b ) 0 and t g 0, T . D isa b a
 . w .open in 0, ` = 0, ` and, since f is only locally Lipschitz continuous in
 .  j. .this section, the maps b , t ª u t , j s 1, . . . , 3 are locally Lipschitzb
 w x. continuous on D see Amann 1, Theorem 8.3, p. 110 . Now D s t ga a , b
w .  . 4 w .  . X  .0, ` ; b , t g D is open in 0, ` and the maps t ª u t , u t are ina b b
1 . Y  .C D . Moreover, by Remark 1, u t / 0 when b g C. Therefore, wea , b b b
wcan apply the version of the implicit function theorem given in 2, Theorem
xA, p. 339 to get the conclusion.
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LEMMA 3. For any a , b ) 0 we ha¨e
1 b 22Y X Zu a , b , t y u a , b , t u a , b , t q F u a , b , t s F a q .  .  .  .  . .
2 2
w .  . t  .for t g 0, T , where F t s H f s ds.a , b 0
The proof is obvious.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The following result clearly implies Theorem 1.
1w .  .THEOREM 2. Let f g C 0, ` satisfy H . Then for any a ) 0 there exists
  .  ..  .  .   .  ..a unique b a , t a g 0, ` = 0, ` such that u a , b a , t a s
X  .  ..   . . w  ..u a , b a , t a s 0, u a , b a , t ) 0 for t g 0, t a , and
X  . .   .. 1 . X .u a , b a , t - 0 for t g 0, t a . Moreo¨er, b , t g C 0, ` , b a ) 0
X .for a ) 0, and t a / 0 for a ) 0.
Proof. As noticed after Theorem 1 we can extend f to a C1 function
 . X .on R by setting f u s f 0 u for u F 0. Let a ) 0 be fixed. Since f
verifies the hypotheses used in Section 2 the existence and uniqueness of
  .  ..b a , t a satisfying the first part of the theorem are given by Proposi-
tion 2. We begin with the following lemma.
 .   ..LEMMA 4. For any a ) 0 there exists s a g 0, t a such that
Y  . . w  .. Y  . .u a , b a , t - 0 for t g 0, s a and u a , b a , t ) 0 for t g
  .  .xs a , t a .
 .Proof. The arguments are the same as in the proof of Lemma 1 ii .
Now for a ) 0 define
­ u ­ u
w a , b , t s a , b , t , r a , b , t s a , b , t .  .  .  .
­a ­b
w .for t g 0, T . Then w and r satisfya , b
X4.w s f u w in 0, T , . .a , b
w 0 s 1, w  j. 0 s 0, j s 1, . . . , 3; .  .
X4.r s f u r in 0, T , . .a , b
rY 0 s y1, r  j. 0 s 0, j s 0, 1, 3. .  .
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 j.  j.  xLEMMA 5. We ha¨e w ) 0, r - 0 in 0, t for j s 0, . . . , 3.a , b
The proof is obvious.
 . w .4Now let D s a , b , t ; a , b ) 0 and t g 0, T . D is open ina , b
 .  . w . 20, ` = 0, ` = 0, ` . Consider the map H: D ª R defined by
H a , b , t s u a , b , t , uX a , b , t . .  .  . .
1 2 .Then H g C D, R and
H a , b a , t a s 0 for a ) 0. 3.1 .  .  . .
Using Lemmas 4 and 5 we get
< < YD H a , b a , t a s r a , b a , t a u a , b a , t a - 0. .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  . b , t .
  .  .. 1Therefore, by the implicit function theorem a ª b a , t a is a C map
 .for a ) 0. Differentiating 3.1 with respect to a we get
w a , b a , t a q r a , b a , t a b X a s 0 3.2 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
and
wX a , b a , t a q rX a , b a , t a b X a .  .  .  .  . .  .
q uY a , b a , t a tX a s 0 3.3 .  .  .  . .
 . X .for a ) 0. From 3.2 and Lemma 5 we deduce that b a ) 0 for a ) 0.
To complete the proof of the theorem we require a series of lemmas.
Define
X a , t s w a , b a , t q r a , b a , t b X a . .  .  .  . .  .
 .   . .In order to simplify our notations, we denote X a , t and u a , b a , t by
 .  .X t and u t .
 .   ..   ..LEMMA 6. i There exist t g 0, t a and x g t , t a such that0 0
 . w .  .  .X t ) 0 for t g 0, t , X t s 0, and X x - 0.0 0
 .   ..   .. Y .ii There exist s g 0, t a and y g s , t a such that X t - 00 0
w . Y . Y .for t g 0, s , X s s 0, and X y ) 0.0 0
Proof. We have
X 4. t s f X u t X t , 0 F t - T , .  .  . . a , b a .
X 0 s 1, X X 0 s 0, X Y 0 s yb X a , X Z 0 s 0. .  .  .  .  .
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 .Integrating by parts and using 3.2 and the first part of the theorem
already proved, we obtain
 .  .t a t aX X Y4. 4.f u u y f u X s X u y u X s X t a u t a . .  .  .  . .  .  .H H
0 0
3.4 .
 . w  .x X  ..  .  .i Assume that X G 0 in 0, t a . Then X t a F 0. 3.4 , H ,
X  ..and Lemma 4 imply that X t a ) 0, a contradiction.
 . Y w  .x X w  .xii Assume that X F 0 in 0, t a . Then X F 0 in 0, t a and
 . w  .x  .3.2 implies that X G 0 in 0, t a , in contradiction with i .
  .. Y   ..LEMMA 7. X - 0 in t , t a if and only if X ) 0 in s , t a .0 0
  . . w .Proof. Taking the value at a , b a , t with t g 0, T in thea , b a .
identity of Lemma 3 and then differentiating with respect to a we get
uY X Y y uX X Z y uZ X X q f u X s f a q b a b X a . 3.5 .  .  .  .  .
  .. X  ..  .Suppose that X - 0 in t , t a . Then X t a G 0. From 3.5 , using0
 . Y  .. Y  ..3.2 we deduce that u t a X t a ) 0 and Lemma 4 implies that
Y  .. 4. X .   ..X t a ) 0. We have X s f u X - 0 in t , t a . If t F s the0 0 0
w x Yone-dimensional maximum principle 9, p. 2 implies that X ) 0 in
  .xs , t a . Now if t ) s , the maximum principle and the Hopf boundary0 0 0
w x Z  x Y  xlemma 9, p. 4 imply that X ) 0 in 0, t . Thus X ) 0 in s , t . Then0 0 0
Y w  .xusing the maximum principle we get X ) 0 in t , t a . Suppose now0
Y   ..  .   ..that X ) 0 in s , t a . By 3.2 X t a s 0. Then using the same0
  ..arguments as before we can show that X - 0 in t , t a .0
X . X  .. Y  ..LEMMA 8. Assume that t a s 0. Then X t a s 0 and X t a ) 0.
 . X  ..  .Proof. 3.3 implies that X t a s 0. Then using 3.2 and
 . Y  .. Y  ..3.5 we deduce that u t a X t a ) 0 and Lemma 4 implies that
Y  ..X t a ) 0.
  .. YLEMMA 9. Assume that there exists s g s , t a such that X ) 0 in1 0
 . Y .s , s and X s s 0.0 1 1
 .   .  ..  .i There exists t g max s , t , t a such that X - 0 in t , t and1 0 0 0 1
 .X t s 0.1
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 .   .  .. Xii There exist a, b g max s , t , min s , t such that X - 0 in0 0 1 1
 . X   .. Z  . Z0, a , X ) 0 in a, max s , t , X ) 0 in 0, b , and X - 0 in1 1
  .. X . Z  .b, max s , t . Moreo¨er, if s s t s c we ha¨e X c ) 0 and X c - 0.1 1 1 1
 .  .  .iii We ha¨e s a - max a, b .
 .  .Proof. i ] ii We have three cases to consider.
Case 1. s s t . By the maximum principle and the Hopf boundary0 0
X Z  xlemma we have X - 0 and X ) 0 in 0, t . Our assumption and Lemma0
  ..  .7 imply that there exists t g t , t a such that X - 0 in t , t and1 0 0 1
 .X t s 0. If s s t the maximum principle and the Hopf boundary1 1 1
X . Z  .lemma imply that X t ) 0 and X t - 0. If s ) t the maximum1 1 1 1
X w xprinciple and the Hopf boundary lemma imply that X ) 0 in t , s .1 1
4. X .  x Y . Y .Therefore, X s f u X ) 0 in t , s . Since X t ) 0 and X s s 01 1 1 1
the maximum principle and the Hopf boundary lemma imply that X Z - 0
w . X w .in t , s . In the same way if s - t we show that X ) 0 in s , t and1 1 1 1 1 1
Z w x  . X  Z .X - 0 in s , t . Define a resp. b to be the first zero of X resp. X1 1
  ..  .in 0, t a . Clearly s s t - a, b - min s , t . Moreover, using the maxi-0 0 1 1
mum principle and the Hopf boundary lemma, we easily show that X X ) 0
  .. Z   ..in a, max s , t and X - 0 in b, max s , t .1 1 1 1
Case 2. s - t . By the maximum principle and the Hopf boundary0 0
Z  x   ..  .lemma we have X ) 0 in 0, t . Thus s g t , t a . Let y g t , s be0 1 0 0 1
Y . Y . 4. .   ..  .such that X y s max X s . Since X y s f u y X y , wet F sF s0 1
 .obtain X y F 0. Then the maximum principle and the Hopf boundary
X  xlemma imply that X - 0 in 0, t . By virtue of Lemma 7 there exists0
  ..  .  .t g t , t a such that X - 0 in t , t and X t s 0. We define a, b1 0 0 1 1
and we conclude as in Case 1.
Case 3. s ) t . By the maximum principle and the Hopf boundary0 0
X  xlemma we have X - 0 in 0, s . By virtue of Lemma 7 there exists0
  ..  .  .t g s , t a such that X - 0 in t , t and X t s 0. The maximum1 0 0 1 1
Z  xprinciple and the Hopf boundary lemma imply that X ) 0 in 0, s . Now0
we define a, b and we conclude as in Case 1.
 . X . Z  .  .  .iii If a s b, we have X a s X a s 0 and X a - 0 by ii . Then
 . Y . Y . Y .3.5 implies that u a X a ) 0. Since X a ) 0, using Lemma 4 we
 . Z  . X .  .obtain s a - a. If a - b, we have X b s 0, X b ) 0, and X b - 0
 .  . Y . Y . Y .by ii . Then 3.5 implies that u b X b ) 0. Since X b ) 0, using
 .Lemma 4 we deduce that s a - b. The case a ) b can be treated
similarly.
Now for u ) 0 we introduce the function
w s u q u uX .u
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 .   ..  .   .  ..LEMMA 10. For u ) 0 there exist r u g 0, t a , r u g s a , t a ,0 1
 .   ..  .and r u g 0, s a such that r u is uniquely determined for each j and2 j
i w ) 0 in 0, r u , w - 0 in r u , t a , .  .  .  ..  .u 0 u 0
X Xw - 0 in 0, r u , w ) 0 in r u , t a , .  .  .. u 1 u 1
Y Yw - 0 in 0, r u , w ) 0 in r u , t a . .  .  .. u 2 u 2
 .ii For each j, r is a strictly decreasing continuous function satisfyingj
r u ª t a as u ª 0, r u ª 0 as u ª `, .  .  .0 0
r u ª t a as u ª 0, r u ª s a as u ª `, .  .  .  .1 1
r u ª s a as u ª 0, r u ª 0 as u ª `. .  .  .2 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .iii r u - r u and r u - r u for u g 0, ` .0 1 2 1
Z Z 4. w  .xProof. For u ) 0 we have w s u q u u ) 0 in 0, t a . Usingu
Y .  . Y  .. Y  ..Lemma 4 we obtain w 0 s yb a - 0 and w t a s u t a qu u
Z   ..  .u u t a ) 0. Then for u ) 0 the existence and uniqueness of r u g2
  ..  .0, t a satisfying i is clear. From
wY r u s uY r u q u uZ r u s 0 3.6 .  .  .  . .  .  .u 2 2 2
 .   .. Z   ..and Lemma 4 we deduce that r u g 0, s a for u ) 0. Since w r u2 u 2
1 .) 0 the implicit function theorem implies that r g C 0, ` . Differentiat-2
 .ing 3.6 with respect to u gives
wZ r u rX u q uZ r u s 0 for u ) 0 .  .  . .  .u 2 2 2
X  . X  .  .from which we get r u - 0 for u ) 0. Now we have w 0 s yub a - 02 u
X   .. Y  .. Xand w t a s u u t a ) 0 for u ) 0. Moreover, w is strictly decreas-u u
w  .x w  .  .x X   ..ing in 0, r u and strictly increasing in r u , t a . Since w s a s2 2 u
X  ..  .u s a - 0 we deduce, for u ) 0, the existence and uniqueness of r u1
  .  ..  . Y  ..g s a , t a satisfying i . Since w r u ) 0 the implicit functionu 1
1 .theorem implies that r g C 0, ` . Differentiating1
wX r u s uX r u q u uY r u s 0 3.7 .  .  .  . .  .  .u 1 1 1
with respect to u yields
wY r u rX u q uY r u s 0 for u ) 0. .  .  . .  .u 1 1 1
 .  . X .Since clearly r u ) r u , we get r u - 0 for u ) 0. Finally we have1 2 1
 .   ..w 0 s a ) 0 and w t a s 0 for u ) 0, Moreover, w is strictly de-u u u
w  .x w  .  .xcreasing in 0, r u and strictly increasing in r u , t a . Then, for u ) 0,1 1
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 .   ..  .the existence and uniqueness of r u g 0, t a satisfying i follows.0
X   ..Since w r u - 0 the implicit function theorem implies that r gu 0 0
1 .C 0, ` . Differentiating
w r u s u r u q u uX r u s 0 3.8 .  .  .  . .  .  .u 0 0 0
with respect to u yields
wX r u rX u q uX r u s 0 for u ) 0. .  .  . .  .u 0 0 0
 .  . X  .Since clearly r u - r u , we deduce that r u - 0 for u ) 0. Finally the0 1 0
 .  .  .limits in ii are easily obtained by using 3.6 ] 3.8 and Lemma 4.
 . Y   .. X .LEMMA 11. i Assume that X ) 0 in s , t a . Then t a - 0.0
 .   .. Y  .ii Assume that there exists s g s , t a such that X ) 0 in s , s1 0 0 1
Y . X .and X s s 0. Then t a / 0.1
 . X  .. X .  .Proof. i Suppose that X t a F 0. Since X 0 s 0, using ii of
X   ..Lemma 6 and our assumption, we deduce that X - 0 in 0, t a . Then
 . w  ..  .3.2 implies that X ) 0 in 0, t a and we get a contradiction with i of
X  ..  .Lemma 6. Therefore, X t a ) 0. Using 3.3 and Lemma 4, we obtain
X .t a - 0.
 . X .  .ii Suppose that t a s 0. Using Lemma 8 and 3.2 we first
w  .  ..deduce that X ) 0 in t a y h, t a for some h ) 0. Then using Lem-
 . w  ..mas 8 and 9 and 3.2 we deduce that there exist m g t , t a and0 1
w  ..   ..  . Yn g s , t a such that X ) 0 in m , t a , X m s 0, X ) 0 in0 1 0 0
  .x Y .  .n , t a and X n s 0. 3.2 and the maximum principle imply that0 0
 . Y .n ) m and that there exists y g m , n such that X y - 0. Clearly0 0 0 0
 .n ) max s , t .0 1 1
Y w . 4. X .Assume first that X has a zero n in m , n . We have X s f u X1 0 0
  .. Y) 0 in m , t a . Then the maximum principle implies that X - 0 in0
 .n , n . Moreover, if n ) m , the maximum principle and the Hopf1 0 1 0
Y w . Z w xboundary lemma imply that X ) 0 in m , n and X - 0 in m , n ; if0 1 0 1
Z  .n s m , in the same way we have X n - 0. Therefore, in any case we1 0 1
have
X m s 0, X X m G 0, X Y m G 0, X Z m - 0. 3.9 .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
 .Lemma 9 implies that s a - m . Then using Lemma 10 we can choose0
u ) 0 such that
r u - m s r u . 3.10 .  .  .0 0 1
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Now we have
 .  .t a t aX 4. 4.0 ) f u y f u u X s w X y X w .  . .H H u u
m m0 0
s X Y t a wX t a q X Z m w m q X X m wY m . 3.11 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .u 0 u 0 0 u 0
 .  .  .By 3.9 , 3.10 , and Lemmas 8 and 10 the last term in 3.11 is positive and
we reach a contradiction.
Y w .Now assume that X - 0 in m , n . With the notations of Lemma 90 0
suppose that t - s . Then we can define n to be the last zero of X Y in1 1 1
 .t , n and s - n - m . Using the maximum principle and the Hopf1 0 1 1 0
boundary lemma we obtain
X n - 0, X X n G 0, X Y n s 0, X Z n F 0, 3.12 .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1
 .  .Taking the value at n in 3.5 and using 3.12 we get a contradiction.1
 .Now if s F t we take the value at s in 3.5 and with the help of Lemma1 1 1
9 we obtain a contradiction again.
Proof of Theorem 2 completed. By virtue of Lemma 11 it is enough to
Y  .show that there exists h ) 0 such that X ) 0 in s , s q h . If t G s0 0 0 0
Z  .the maximum principle and the Hopf boundary lemma imply that X s0
) 0 and our assertion is proved. Now if t - s , the maximum principle0 0
X  xand the Hopf boundary lemma imply that X - 0 in 0, s . Therefore0
 x   .. YX - 0 in t , s . If X - 0 in t , t a , using Lemma 7 we get X ) 0 in0 0 0
  ..s , t a and our assertion is proved. Finally, assume that there exists0
  ..  .  . Yt g s , t a such that X - 0 in t , t and X t s 0. If X - 0 in1 0 0 1 1
 x  .s , t , the maximum principle implies that X ) 0 in t , t and we obtain0 1 0 1
 x Y .a contradiction. Thus there exists z g s , t such that X z G 0. Then0 1
Y  .the maximum principle implies that X ) 0 in s , z and again our0
assertion is proved.
4. AN EXISTENCE RESULT AND EXAMPLES
In this section we first give a priori bounds for solutions of problem
 . 4 41.2 . We denote by l the first eigenvalue of the operator d rdx on1
 . w x yR,R with Dirichlet boundary conditions. By a result of Lions 8 see
w x.also Pucci and Serrin 10 the eigenfunction w associated to l is1 1
 .symmetric about the origin and of constant sign in yR, R . We choose w1
X  . w xpositive, then w - 0 in 0, R 8, 10 .1
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w .THEOREM 3. Let f g C 0, ` satisfy the following condition:
 .  .C lim inf f u ru ) l .1 uª` 1
Then there exists M ) 0 such that
5 5u F M 4.1 .`
4w x  .for all solutions u g C 0, R of problem 1.2 .
 .Proof. By C there exist l ) l and c ) 0 such that1 1 1
f u G lu y c for u G 0. . 1
4w x  .Now let u g C 0, R be a solution of problem 1.2 . Then we have
R R R4. 4.l w u ds s w u ds s w u dsH H H1 1 1 1
0 0 0
R R
s w f u ds G l w u ds y C , 4.2 .  .H H1 1
0 0
 .where C is a positive constant. From 4.2 we deduce that
R R
< <w u ds F C , w f u ds F C , 4.3 .  .H H1 1
0 0
where C is again a positive constant. Now we have
R
u t s G t , s f u s ds 4.4 .  .  .  . .H
0
w x  .for t g 0, R , where G t, s denotes the Green's function of the operator
4 4  .d rdx on yR, R with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Since
2 2¡ R y s t .
2 s q R y 3 if 0 F t F s F R /12 R~G t , s s . 2 2R y t s .
2 t q R y 3 if 0 F s F t F R ,¢  /12 R
we have
R 20 F G t , s F R y s for 0 F s, t F R . 4.5 .  .  .
4
Y .Now as in Lemma 4 we can show that w R ) 0. Therefore, we also have1
2 2 w xc R y s F w s F c R y s for s g 0, R 4.6 .  .  .  .2 1 3
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 .  .for some positive constants c , j s 2, 3. From 4.3 ] 4.6 we easily getj
w xu t F M for t g 0, R , .
 .where M is a positive constant and 4.1 is proved.
Now we shall prove the following existence result.
w .  .THEOREM 4. Let f g C 0, ` satisfy C ,1
 .C f G 0, and2
 .  .C lim sup f u ru - l .3 uª 0 1
 . 4w xThen problem 1.2 possesses at least one solution u g C 0, R .
w xProof. The proof makes use of Proposition 2.1 and Remark 2.1 of 7 .
w xLet X denote the Banach space C 0, R equipped with the sup norm.
Define the cone
 4C s u g X ; u G 0 .
 . w .For u, x g C = 0, ` we define
R
F u , x t s G t , s f u s q x ds .  .  .  . .H
0
and
F u s F u , 0 . .  .
 .  . w .By C and 4.5 F maps C = 0, ` into C. Since G is continuous, it is2
 .  .  .well known that F is compact. C and C imply that f 0 s 0; hence2 3
 .F 0 s 0. Now the following properties hold:
 .  . w x 5 5i u / u F u for all u g 0, 1 and u g C such that u s r for`
 .  .sufficiently small r ) 0. Indeed by C we can choose m g 0, l and3 1
 . w xr ) 0 such that f s F m s for s g 0, r . Now suppose that there exist
w x  . 5 5u g 0, 1 and u g C such that u s u F u with u s r. Then`
4.u s u f u in 0, R , . .
u R s uX R s uX 0 s uZ 0 s 0. .  .  .  .
 . w .Since G t, s ) 0 for 0 F s, t - R, we have u ) 0 in 0, R . We can write
R R R4. 4.l w u ds s w u ds s w u dsH H H1 1 1 1
0 0 0
R R R
s u w f u ds F m w u ds - l w u ds .H H H1 1 1 1
0 0 0
and we reach a contradiction.
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 .  .ii By C , there exist l ) l and x ) 0 such that1 1 0
f s q x G l s q x G ls for s G 0, x G x ) 0. .  . 0
 .Then using the same arguments as in the proof of 4.1 and the fact that
 .  .G t, s ) 0 for 0 F s, t - R, we can show that F u, x / u for all u g C
and x G x .0
 .  .iii Now we note that the constant in 4.1 can be chosen indepen-
w x  .dently of the parameter x g 0, x for each fixed x g 0, ` if we con-0 0
 .  .  .sider solutions of 1.2 for the family of nonlinearities f t s f t q x , t Gx
 .0. Thus we can find a constant R ) r such that F u, x / u for all
w x 5 5x g 0, x and u g C with u s R.`0
w xThus we may apply Proposition 2.1 and Remark 2.1 stated in 7 to
conclude that F has a nontrivial fixed point u g C. The properties of the
Green's function imply that any nontrivial fixed point of F in C yields a
 . 4w xsolution of 1.2 in C 0, R . The proof of the theorem is complete.
We conclude this section with some examples to which our theorem
applies.
 . k pjWhen f u s  a u for u ) 0 with p ) 1 and a ) 0 for j sjs1 j j j
 . r  s.1, . . . , k and k G 1 or f u s u r 1 q u for u ) 0 with r y 1 ) s ) 0,
 .Theorem 4 implies the existence of a solution of problem 1.2 and
Theorem 1 gives the uniqueness.
 . p  .Take f u s lu q u for u ) 0 with p ) 1 and 0 - l - l or f u s1
lu exp u for u ) 0 and 0 - l - l . By Theorem 4 there exists a solution1
 .of problem 1.2 . Then Theorem 1 gives the uniqueness.
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